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Research Article

Two-phase flow in microfluidic-chip design
of hydrodynamic filtration for cell particle
sorting

As one of the flow-based passive sorting, the hydrodynamic filtration using a microfluidic-
chip has shown to effectively separate into different sizes of subpopulations from cell or
particle suspensions. Its model framework involving two-phase Newtonian or generalized
Newtonian fluid (GNF) was developed, by performing the complete analysis of laminar
flow and complicated networks of main and multiple branch channels. To predict rigor-
ously what occurs in flow fields, we estimated pressure drop, velocity profile, and the ratio
of the flow fraction at each branch point, in which the analytical model was validated with
numerical flow simulations. As a model fluid of the GNF, polysaccharide solution based
on Carreau type was examined. The objective parameters aiming practical channel design
include the number of the branches and the length of narrow section of each branch for
arbitrary conditions. The flow fraction and the number of branches are distinctly affected
by the viscosity ratio between feed and side flows. As the side flow becomes more vis-
cous, the flow fraction increases but the number of branches decreases, which enables a
compact chip designed with fewer branches being operated under the same throughput.
Hence, our rational design analysis indicates the significance of constitutive properties of
each stream.

Keywords:
Cell sorting / Channel design / Hydrodynamic filtration / Microfluidic-chip / Two-
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1 Introduction

The separation and sorting of suspended cells or particles
have long been important in various industrial processing,
biomedical applications, and preparatory analysis system.
Traditional methods are proven to have high efficiency and
reproducibility, but they remain limited by needs for a large
sample volume, batch mode, and multistep preparation.
It is noteworthy that fluid physics-based continuous cell
particle separations at the micrometer scale have been
widely implemented due to their very low sample volume,
faster treatments, etc. [1–5]. Microfluidic systems have been
recognized as a practical tool for efficient sorting with the
benefit of microfabrication, and several types of microfluidic
cell sorters are commercially available [6–10]. Instead of em-
ploying external force fields in the active sorting [11, 12], the
passive sorting relies on the inherent microfluidic features
underlying the flow field, channel geometry, and particle
interactions. The passive sorting [13–23] has the advantage
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not to use external fields, but their efficiency is usually
lower than that in the active sorting. Thus, passive sorting
devices require possible design variants aiming improved
performance with properly designed microfluidic-chip and
complementary solution input.

As one of the passive sorting techniques, the hydro-
dynamic filtration (HDF) has shown to effectively separate
various sizes of living cell particles by using a microfluidic
chip with multiple branch channels [15–18]. The role of
these branches, which is similar to the pores in conventional
crossflow filtration, lies in removing carrier fluid and particle
focusing. In Fig. 1A, bidisperse suspended cells are continu-
ously introduced into the main channel and the selective ex-
traction of streamlines caused by side flow is controlled by the
flow fraction at each branch for separation. Only the stream
near the sidewall enters the branches, with the amount of
fluid leaving the main channel being determined by the flow
distribution related to the hydraulic flow resistances [24]. To
achieve the efficient focusing, a deep channel with larger
height H than widthW (H ≥ 4W) is considered here and all
branches slanted to the main channel with 60° are in parallel
to the direction of the side channel. Design variants in terms
of flow field, flow fraction, and channel networks eventually
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Figure 1. Schematics of (A) HDF microfluidic-chip for bimodal sorting with two-phase flow fraction, where a small cell particle flows into
the branch channel, whereas a large cell particle passes along the main channel. (B) The inlet flow consisting of QF and QS and flow
fraction between Qb and Qm at branch point, where feed and side streams are represented by blue and gray colors, respectively. (C) The
framework of the numerical algorithm employed in this study.

determine the sorting efficiency with respect to the recovery
of different outlets and the purity of each target particle.

Note that cell suspensions represented as the complex
fluid are usually more viscous than the simple fluid of sus-
pension medium (e.g., PBS) supplied into the side channel.
In some cases, viscosity thickeners, such as those of polysac-
charides, can be added in the side flow to attempt possible
higher focusing. Moreover, many biological fluids (e.g., pro-
tein and DNA solutions, blood, etc.) exhibit non-Newtonian
characteristics [25, 26]. Therefore, for a practical portrayal of
the flow stream, it is more appropriate to regard the Newto-
nian and generalized Newtonian fluid (GNF) as a two-phase
model comprising feed and side flows with different viscosi-
ties. In this study, we examine the effects of two-phase flow
on the rational design of HDF chip for label-free cell sort-
ing, which has not been reported yet. Based on the analyti-

cal model in microfluidic networks with multiple branches,
both the number of branch channels and the length of narrow
section of each branch are estimated. Illustrative computa-
tions are performed providing viscosity ratio ranging 0.1∼20,
which can be favorably accessible real sorting.

2 Computational Methods

2.1 Model development

For the GNF at a steady-state laminar flow, the velocity field
driven by pressure gradient is given by Cauchy momentum
equation, such that

∇·τ = ∇P. (1)
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Here, the viscous stress tensor τ can be related to the rate of
deformation tensorD as τ = 2η(γ )D, where η is the viscosity,
γ is the shear rate, and D ≡ (∇v + ∇vT)/2 with the velocity
vector v [27]. The shear rate can be defined in terms of the
second invariant of 2D as

γ = (2D : D)1/2 =
[
2

∑
p

∑
q
DpqDqp

]1/2
. (2)

One should note that the trace of D is also zero from the con-
tinuity relation and the transpose of deformation tensor is
equal. Then, the shear rate in the Cartesian coordinates in
Fig. 1A yields

γ =
√
2
[−2D11D22 − 2D22D33 − 2D33D11

+ 2
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D2
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, (3)

and the concerned components of τ can be τzx = ηγzx. For
a Newtonian fluid with constant viscosity, Eq. (1) becomes
η∇2v = ∇P.

As presented in Fig. 1A, the cell suspension is introduced
into the feed inlet with flow rate QF and the buffer solution
is supplied into the side inlet with QS, where its total in-
let flow is QF + QS. The flow at a reference point (j = 0)
starts to form fully-developed velocity profile, since the dis-
tance from a junction of main and side channels to the first
branch point is designed to be larger than the entrance length
[28]. Since the particle Reynolds number is really in the order
of less than unity, the inertial lift force of suspended particle
from channel wall is negligible [29, 30]. Convection happens
much faster than diffusion owing to the high Péclet number
so that mixing of feed and side streams is quite slow [31]. For
the interface boundaryWint between two adjacent immiscible
streams,QF

j andQS
j in the forefront of the branch point j can

be obtained by integrating velocity profile of rectangular-slit
geometry,

QF
j =

∫ H

0

∫ Wint

0
vFz (x)dxdy, (4)

QS
j =

∫ H

0

∫ W

Wint

vSz (x)dxdy. (5)

Then, we define the inlet flow ratio χj as the flow ratio of QF
j

to QS
j,

χ j ≡ QF
j

/
QS

j . (6)

Either Newtonian fluid or GNF is applied to Eq. (1) and
both stress and velocity of feed flow at the interface between
feed and side streams are matched with those of side flow, as
τF(Wint)= τ S(Wint); vF(Wint)= vS(Wint) [32]. No-slip boundary
condition is applied at x= 0 andW, as vF(0)= 0; vS(W)= 0. In
Eqs. (4) and (5), vz(x) for Newtonian fluids has analytical form

for different viscosity of ηF and ηS. From the simultaneous
solution according to the matching condition, one can obtain
the axial velocity of each flow, respectively

vFz (x) = − 1
2ηF

∂P
∂z

x2 + c1x for 0 ≤ x ≤ Wint, (7)

vSz (x) = − 1
2ηS

∂P
∂z

x2 + c2x + c3 forWint ≤ x ≤ W (8)

where

c1 =
[(

1
ηF

− 1
ηS

)
∂P
∂z

W 2
int +

1
2ηS

∂P
∂z

W 2

]/
[(

1− ηF

ηS

)
Wint + ηF

ηS
W

]
, (9)

c2 = ηF

ηS
c1, (10)

c3 = −c2W + 1
2ηS

∂P
∂z

W 2. (11)

The spanwise average velocity of rectangular-slit geometry is
obtained by integrating the corresponding Eqs. (7) and (8)
along the x-direction, and further integrating over the height
along the y-direction becomes QF

j and QS
j at the forefront of

the branch point j in the main channel, as follows

QF =
∫ H

0

∫ Wint

0
vFz (x) dxdy = − H

6ηF

∂P
∂z

W 3
int +

c1H
2

W 2
int (12)

QS =
∫ H

0

∫ W

Wint

vSz (x) dxdy = − H
6ηS

∂P
∂z

(
W 3 −W 3

int

)

+ c2H
2

(W −Wint )+ c3H (W −Wint ) . (13)

Note that vz(x) for GNFs should be numerically solved be-
cause each viscosity depends on the shear rate.

In Fig. 1A, sorted small particles through the multiple
branches are collected into the branch outlet, and remained
large particles in themain channel are collected into themain
outlet. Branch channels are equally spaced and have the same
widthWb that is smaller than main channel widthW, andH
is uniform over the entire channel network. We set the cut-
off widthWC, representing the virtual boundary of fluid layer
that will divide total inlet streams into two parts. The target
spherical particles with a hydrodynamic center less than a
WC are expected to be sorting out. As shown in Fig. 1B, the
flow fraction at each branch should be estimated by defining
the ratio of flow fraction ξ as the ratio of the flow rate be-
tween branch stream andmain stream at a specific jth branch
point

ξ j ≡ Qb
j

/
Qm

j . (14)

Here,Qb
j indicates the flow rate entering the jth branch chan-

nel computed by Qb
j =

∫ H
0

∫WC
0 vmz (x)dxdy. Q

m
j represents the

flow rate between branch points j and j+1 in main channel,
allowing Qm

j = Qm
j -1 – Qb

j.
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2.2 Computation scheme for HDF chip design with
channel network

Branches connected to relevant outlet are composed of mul-
tiple channels for effective separation of particles. Branches
are designed to have narrow and wide segments that make
the total lengths of each channel uniform (cf., 3 cm in this
study) by adjusting their hydraulic flow resistances. The
narrow segment exists for actual application of pressure
drop, and the wide segment works as a kind of reservoir with
a relatively larger width in order to prevent the unwanted
reverse flow during particle discharge. Table 1 summarizes
the design parameters we have used in this study. The
aspect ratio of the channel cross-section (i.e., H/W) must be
higher than at least 8 to get a perfect slit channel. However,
such a deep channel (or complementary shallow channel)
is rarely used in practical microfluidic-chips owing to the
difficulty of fabrications. The condition of H/W = 4 (named
as rectangular-slit geometry) is applied in our computations,
which can be useful to experimental scientists. The interface
boundary Wint between two adjacent immiscible streams
is actually the key parameter to determine the number of
branches and the lengths of each branch. In the case of
H/W = 4, its deviation of one-dimensional solution for the
slit from the rectangular-slit is evaluated very low (cf., relative
difference of 2.95%), along with the low deviation in the total
flow rate. The multiple unknown variables as target param-
eters in our chip design are the number of branch channels,
the length of narrow section of each branch channel, and the
length between the last branch and main outlet.

Table 1. Design parameters and their values

Condition Dimension Notation Values

Flow ratio Inlet flow QF/QS 1/3
Flow rate Feed QFj to be computed

Side QSj to be computed
Branch Qbj to be computed
Main Qmj to be computed

Main channel Height H 200 μm
Width W 50 μm
Length

Inlet Lmi,1 500 μm
Inter-branch point Lmj-1,j 3 mm
Outlet LmO to be computed

Interface boundary Wint to be computed
Cut-off width WC 12.5 μm

Branch channel Height H 200 μm
Width

Narrow section Wb
j 45 μm

Wide section WbR
j 100 μm

Number Nb to be computed
Length

Total LbT j 30 mm
Narrow section Lbj to be computed
Wide section LbR j to be computed

2.2.1 Qb and Nb computations

In essence, the number of branches and each flow rate Qb
j

for sorting can be iteratively determined by resolving vz(x),
∇P, and χj at each branch point with initial guess of Wint,
as illustrated in Fig. 1C. From the inlet flow condition, the
velocity profile is first determined for the initial guess of
∇P and Wint, and then QF

j and QS
j are calculated from

Eqs. (9)-(13). Wint is estimated by comparing the values be-
tween calculated χj from Eq. (6) and χj for the inlet condi-
tion. This χj criterion allows us to quantify the correct ∇P.
Next procedure is to compute Qb

j, Qm
j, and correspondent

flow fraction ratio by integrating velocity profile with respect
toWC.

The criterion specified with a magnitude between QF
j

and Qb
j allows to determine the number of branch channels

(cf., Fig. 1B). If QF
j > Qb

j, iterations are performed to com-
pute for next branch as QF

j+1 = QF
j − Qb

j and QS
j+1 = QS

j,
for which QF

j+1, QS
j+1, and correspondent χj+1 become in-

put condition at (j+1)th branch. If QF
j < Qb

j, it needs the
(j+1)th branch as the last branch because cell particles in the
feed flow are completely separated therein, remaining flows
ofQF

j+1 = 0 andQS
j+1 = QS

j − (Qb
j − QF

j) in the main chan-
nel are collected into the main outlet. Thus, the appropriate
number of branches is determined from controlling flow rate
distribution until inlet flow ratio goes to zero.

2.2.2 Lbj and LbRj computations

Next, the lengths of narrow sections of individual branch can
be sequentially obtained from the relationship of equality for
pressure drop regarding each branch channel. In the chan-
nel networks, the flow rate is described by the hydraulic flow
resistance R such that

Q ≡ �P
R

(15)

where R is expressed as a function of η(Q), L, W, H, and χ.
The pressure drop at the main channel between inlet and
branch point j can be given as

�Pm
i, j = �Pm

i, j−1 + �Pm
j−1, j. (16)

Since �Pm
j-1 ,j = Rm

j-1 ,j Qm
j-1 and Qm

j-1 is represented by sub-
tracting output flows at branches from 1st to (j−1)th from the
total inlet flowQF + QS, the pressure drop at the correspond-
ing interval is estimated as

�Pm
j−1, j = Rm

j−1, j

⎛
⎝(

QF + QS) −
j−1∑
1

Qb
j

⎞
⎠ . (17)

Total pressure drop at each branch channel can be ex-
pressed as the pressure drops in narrow section as well as
wide section

�PbTj = ∇Pb
jL

b
j + ∇PbRj

(
LbTj − Lbj

)
(18)
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where∇P is the pressure gradient (i.e., pressure drop per unit
length) and LbT j – Lbj corresponds to the length of wide sec-
tion LbR j. The pressure drops between inlet and each outlet
point are set to be the same from that themain and all branch
channels are open to the atmosphere, �Pi,1 = ��� = �Pi,j =
��� = �Pi,O, then pressure drops at each branch are sequen-
tially resolved. The pressure drop at the first branch can be
obtained for the initial guess of its narrow section length Lb1,
followed by computing the overall pressure drop with�Pi,j =
�Pm

i,j + �PbT j.
Our final objective parameter Lbj, derived from Eq. (18),

can be obtained from

Lbj =
�PbTj −

(
∇PbRj L

bT
j

)
∇Pb

j − ∇PbRj
(19)

where the repeat step of computation is performed by another
iteration scheme on the above condition �Pi,1 = �Pi,j in the
multiple branches. The iterative computations were done for
all branch points. Our model framework was solved with im-
plementation of the Matlab (Mathworks, MA).

3 Results and discussion

Figure 2 shows two immiscible Newtonian fluids of feed and
side streams are flowing in the z-direction with a liquid-liquid
flat interface, and this interfacemoves toward the sidewall ad-
jacent to the branches. The bimodal distribution of cells par-
ticles is considered to be separated with small particles less
than 25 µm diameter and large ones ranging 25 to 50 µm di-
ameter. The cut-off widthWC is given as a half of target par-
ticles (i.e., 12.5 µm), expecting that the small particles would
be removed through the branch channels.

In Fig. 3, the viscosity ratio ηF/ηS is changed based on the
deionized (DI) water (η = 0.001 Pa·s), which is a simple fluid
and commonly used as a background medium for cell sus-
pensions, biological fluids, and PBS. The value of ηF/ηS = 1
means that DI water is introduced into the feed as well as side
inlets. It should be emphasized that the interface position
(x=Wint) decreases with decreasing χj, indicating the higher
focusing on the sidewall of the main channel for higher side
flow or higher ηS. According to the small particle Reynolds
number in this study, the viscous drag force mainly acts on
the suspended particles, which is related to the drag coeffi-
cient [33]. As ηS increases, the steep change occurs in shear
rate profiles, whichmay affect the distribution of cell particles
associated to local disturbances in the surrounding two-phase
flow fields, but particle transport would follow the stream-
lines owing to the low fluid inertia. As being reliable behavior,
all streamlines located inside ofWC enter the branch channel.
Small and large particles allows that suspended particles are
separated according to their positions of center-of-mass with
respect toWC.

In Fig. 4, the flow fraction ratio in theNewtonian fluid de-
creases with increasing viscosity ratio ηF/ηS, but it does not
depend on the total inlet flow. In order to figure out notable

Figure 2. The exemplar axial velocity profile in a two-phase flow
with different viscosities at the reference and the 2nd branch
points, where total inlet flow is 1 μL/min with χi = 1/3 and
ηF/ηS = 5.

Figure 3. The position of interface with variations of inlet flow
ratio between feed and side flows for different viscosity ratios
ηF/ηS.

© 2020 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim www.electrophoresis-journal.com
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Figure 4. The flow fraction with variations of total inlet flows
for different ηF/ηS, where the insets show comparative velocity
profiles between DI water and BC fluid obtained at Qm = 0.1
and 30 μL/min. Parameters of BC fluid are η0 = 0.79 Pa‧s, η∞ =
2.5 mPa‧s, n = 0.2, and λ = 3 s for 0.2 wt% schizophyllan solution.

feature of the GNF, we adopt the Bird–Carreau (BC) model,
which is referred to as a modified version of the Carreau–
Yasuda model for inelastic fluids [26, 27]. Its viscosity de-
scribes typical biological fluids as a function of the velocity
field: η = η∞ + (η0 − η∞)[1 + (λγ)2](n−1)/2, with the zero-
shear viscosity η0, infinite-shear viscosity η∞, power-law in-
dex n, and relaxation time constant λ corresponding to 1/γ at
which the fluid changes from Newtonian to shear-thinning
(pseudoplastic) behavior. We provide a dilute solution of
polysaccharide schizophyllan as a model fluid, and the values
of parameters determined from rheological measurements
are provided in the figure caption. When the BC fluid flows
in the main channel, the same BC fluid is supplied into both
feed and side channels to clarify what the different contribu-
tion is in the GNF as compared to the Newtonian fluid. The
flow fraction ratio of the BC fluid exceeds that of the DI wa-
ter, meaning higher flowing into branch channels. Of inter-
est here is that, with increasing flow rate, the flow fraction

Figure 5. The variations of (A) inlet flow ratio, (B) flow rate of
individual branch channels, and (C) the ratio of the flow fraction
at each branch point with variations of viscosity ratios.

rises to a maximum value and then falls to get the DI water
case. As provided in insets, the axial velocity of BC fluid at
low flow rate tends to be horizontal along the spanwise axis
by spreading to both sides of the wall, in contrast to the New-
tonian fluid. Accordingly, as the spreading portion becomes

© 2020 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim www.electrophoresis-journal.com
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Figure 6. The variations of
channel design of multiple
branches for (A) ηF/ηS = 10, (B)
ηF/ηS = 1 (i.e., DI water), (C)
ηF/ηS = 0.1, and (D) BC fluid.
Here, branches consist of nar-
row and wide segments that
make their total lengths uni-
form as 3 cm.

larger near the sidewall, entering branches can be enhanced
in GNFs.

The number of branches can be determined by the cri-
terion that branch channels should be designed until Wint

becomes less than WC, in which small and large particles
are completely separated. Figure 5 shows that the number
of branches clearly decreases with decreasing ηF/ηS due to
higher focusing effect, as displayed in Fig. 3. As the branch
point moves toward the end of the main channel, χj is re-
duced to zero at the last branch from 1/3. Notable behavior of
two-phase Newtonian fluids or GNFs compared to the single-
phase Newtonian one should be a variation of the flow frac-
tion along the branch point, caused by the variable velocity
profile of two-phase flow according to a change of interface
position. It results in the increases of flow rate as well as cor-
responding ξj at the last branch for ηF/ηS > 1.

The flow simulation was performed using COMSOL
Multiphysics 5.3a [34] to compare with the results obtained
from our model. This numerical approach for the momen-
tum equation incorporated with the phase-field method is
applied to solve entire flow fields and underlying boundary

conditions at the interface between immiscible feed and side
flows. The flow fields for overall channel networks are esti-
mated regarding Newtonian and BC fluids, according to the
prescribed condition of each flow rate. From the estimated
flow fields, coupling between the particle and the fluid can
account for a trajectory of single particle, in conjunction with
the time evolution of particle transport. Further studies are
required to access the detailed analysis of the particle tracing.

Figure 6 shows the design of branch channel network
for different viscosity conditions, where each branch is de-
signed to consist of narrow and wide sections and the nar-
row section acts to actually control the pressure drop [17]. The
number of branches becomes obviously different, despite of
the same throughput processing. Employing a higher viscous
side flow than the feed flow can fulfill sorting by a chip sim-
ply designed with fewer branches. Newtonian fluids show
the length of each narrow section is monotonically shortened
from the longest first branch, as the branch moves toward
the last one. The last branch length for ηF/ηS > 1 slightly in-
creases owing to the reduced flow resistance therein caused
by the entrance of low viscous side flow, as explained in Fig. 5.

© 2020 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim www.electrophoresis-journal.com
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Our framework is useful to provide comparative information,
serving as an important bridge between modeling and exper-
iments, which is necessary for the highly efficient sorting.

Nomenclature

D Rate of deformation tensor [1/s]
H Channel height [μm]
Lmi,1 Length between main inlet and first branch channel [μm]
Lbj Narrow-section length of jth branch [μm]
LbR j Wide-section length of jth branch [μm]
LbT j Total length of jth branch [μm]
LmO Length between last branch channel and main outlet [μm]
n Power-law index [-]
P Pressure [Pa]
�Pbj Pressure difference at narrow section of jth branch [Pa]
�PbR j Pressure difference at wide section of jth branch [Pa]
�PbT j Total pressure difference at jth branch [Pa]
�Pmi,j Pressure difference at main channel between inlet and jth

branch point [Pa]
�Pi,j Overall pressure difference between inlet and jth branch

outlet [Pa]
Q Flow rate [μL/min]
Qbj Flow rate at jth branch channel [μL/min]
QFj Flow rate of feed stream at jth branch point [μL/min]
Qmj Flow rate of main stream at jth branch point [μL/min]
QSj Flow rate of side stream at jth branch point [μL/min]
R Hydraulic resistance in channel [N·s/m3]
vz Axial fluid velocity [mm/s]
W Main channel width [μm]
Wb

j Narrow-section width of jth branch [μm]
WbR

j Wide-section width of jth branch [μm]
WC Cut-off width [μm]
Wint Interface boundary [μm]
Greek letters
γ Shear rate [1/s]
η Fluid viscosity [Pa·s]
η0 Zero-shear viscosity [Pa·s]
η∞ Infinite-shear viscosity [Pa·s]
λ Relaxation time constant [s]
ξ j Ratio of the flow fraction between branch and main flows at

jth branch point [-]
τ Cauchy stress tensor [Pa]
χj Ratio of the flow rate between feed and side stream at jth

branch point [-]
Subscripts
i Main inlet
int Interface
j Branch point
O Main outlet
Superscripts
b Branch channel
bR Wide section of branch channel
bT Total branch channel
F Feed
m Main channel
S Side

4 Concluding remarks

In summary, several cases of two-phase Newtonian fluids
with different viscosity ratios and the BC fluid as a typical
GNF were investigated, for the cell sorting with various types
of suspension medium. Our model can be validated by the
fact that analytical results are shown to be in good agreement
with the numerical flow simulations. Our results from the
present model framework for HDF would be an emphasis
on the enhanced particle focusing due to the increase of the
flow fraction with decreasing inlet flow ratio (QF

j/QS
j) and

viscosity ratio (ηF/ηS), leading to a compact chip designed
with fewer branches. As a final remark, both the two-phase
flow and the GNF get nontrivial implications in the concep-
tual design and physical prototype of HDF chip capable of
enhanced sorting efficiency.
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